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Eddie Cantor To Stage Show Tuesday
bad Weather
Puts Quietusi
On Carnival

Almost Two Hundred Seniors Will Receive
Degrees At Commencement Next Month

ggia

Noted Comic
Will Present
Two Shows

Nearly )00 seniors this week are
buckling down for the home stretch
of their undergraduate careers.
If everything goes well, all of them
will receive degrees at the mid-year
graduation exercises in the Women's
Gym on Friday, Feb. 3, at 8:15 p.m.
Graduating seniors, relatives, and
By DUN K1 N(i
A brisk early sale of tickets at
friends will attend a dinner in Me"There must he rough, cold weather
morial Gym before the main comthe Treasurer's office gave promAnd winds and rains so wild;
mencement exercises. At the dinner,
ise
of capacity crowds for the
.Vot all good things together
approximately 75 wives of members
Eddie
Cantor appearance here
Conic to us here, my child."
of the graduating class will receivo
next
Tuesday.
These lines by Alice Cary best "certificates of merit."
Some 5,000 persons are expected to
describe what happened last week Jorgensen Will Speak
end to Maine's \\Tinter Carnival The commencement speaker will be
attend the two performances, if hopes
when King Winter and the well- Albert N. Jorgensen, president of the
of sponsors are fulfilled. Cantor's aplaid plans for the event were University of Connecticut. Rabbi
pearance is being sponsored by t he
knocked for a loop by the unsea- Milton H. Elefant, director of the UniGood
Will Chest, the permanent charsonable and unreasonable Maine versity Hillel Foundation, will give
ity organization which receives and
weather.
the prayer.
Nothing, or almost nothing, went
distributes contributions from stuPresident Jorgensen was graduated
right during the three-day affair. Aldents,
faculty, and administrative permost all athletic events were canceled from Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
sonnel.
for lack of snow, and both the snow He was professor and director of educational administration and research at
Public Gets Tickets
sculptures and the dances were fouled
Michigan State Normal College. 1927Tickets for the public went on sale
ip by Friday's wind and rain.
1931, and professor of educational adWet Coronation
yesterday at Dakin's Sporting Goods
ministration at the University of BufThings got off to a fairly wet
Store in Bangor, Betts Bookstore in
falo, 1931-1935. He has been president
-tart Friday night when President
Orono, and A. J. Goldsmith Clothing
of the University of Connecticut since
Hauck crowned Lois Hunter, a freshStore in Old Town.
1935.
man from East Hall, and Tom ColPrice of the tickets is 85 cents. It
President Jorgensen is the author of
lins, a senior from SAE, queen and
was expected that this public sale
king respectively of the annual win- a number of articles on educational
would greatly swell the attendance at
ter event. Both were elected by a topics.
Looking over diplomas of those seniors graduating this
the two performances, which begin at
Diplomas Are Prepared
general student vote.
February are James .A. Gannett, registrar, and Evelyn Taylor, 7 and 9 p.m. in the Memorial GymUniversity department heads called
The scheduled ice revue went off
assistant registrar. Approximately 200 seniors will take part in
nasium.
Ls planned although the rink was in at the Registrar's office last week to
next month's commencement exercises.
—Sprague Photo
Cantor, who is appearing in Maine
better condition for swimming than sign the diplomas of prospective gradfor the first time on a trip of this kind,
uates who have majored in their fields
skating.
will make his program a mixture of
Both Friday night dances, the In- of instruction.
songs and jokes. The veteran showtramural and Snow balls, were tamA signed diploma at this juncture is
man of 40 years has always been a
pered by icy roads. Perry Borrelli no guarantee of graduation. Even
leader in patriotic and interfaith
and his 11-man orchestra, who were after all official endorsements have
tnovements and in many humanitarischeduled to play for the Intramural been placed on it. in behalf of the Adan enterprises. He was one of the
Due to a sudden illness, AmbassaBall in Memorial Gym, never reached ministration and the Trustees, the
originators of the March of Dimes
the University, as their vehicle went sheepskin does not become valid until dor Carlos P. Romulo, who was
movement.
off the road in Stockton Springs.
the student has completed his final se- scheduled to speak at an assembly
Four fledgling Maine debaters, get- Began At Early Age
Bears Take Over
mester's courses and passed his ex- yesterday morning. was forced to
tint; their first taste of varsity compeCantor began his long career at the
At the Snow Ball, things were not aminations.
postpone his campus appearance.
tition,
will take on Colby here this ripe age of 16, when he made vaudeso bad. Although Jim Sprague and
After seniors who are candidates for
According to President Arthur A. afternoon. The debates are scheduled
ville and burlesque appearances. As
his Maine bears lost their instru- graduation take their examinations, Hauck. General
Romulo's office in for 3:30 p.m. in 305 and 375 Stevens
singing waiter at Coney Island, he
a
ments on Stillwater Avenue in Ban- their instructors send their grades to New York informed
him early Tues- Hall.
made an everlasting friendship with
gor those attending the dance in the the Registrar in advance of others, so day morning that
the U.N. executive
Lawrence Wright and William Jimmy Durante.
(Continued on Page Eight)
that the final check-up on degree re- could not come to the University at
Hirst
will uphold the affirmative, while
Following minor Broadway roles,
quirements may he made as soon as this time. He is expected, however.
Pat Murphy and Avis Zippel will Cantor finally reached the top of the
(Continued on Page Five)
to speak here sometime next month, argue for the
negative on the issue of entertainment world. In 1929 he
nationalization of industry.
starred in "Whoopee," the show for
Last Tuesday the Maine debate which he is probably best rememteam, accompanied by Samuel Prich- bered. In addition to his work on the
Plans are being made for a conard,
assistant debate coach, traveled stage. Cantor has appeared in pictures
tinuation of the Senior Job Training
to Waterville to meet Colby in two and is recognized as an innovator in
program during the early part of the
non-decision contests. Representing the field of radio.
,pring semester, with meetings runBY DICK ST. JAMES
ning through February and part of
He was the first to use the anwas the football team with its new Maine were Margaret Nfollison and
March.
The semester is almost over and coach, Dave Nelson, and his new Mary Linn, affirmative, and John nouncer-stooge system, using the
Interested seniors are invited by probably seems to have flown by to system. Although the injury-ham- Brewer and Remigio Agpalo, negative. sponsor's representative in the script.
Philip J. Brockway, head of the pro- most students. But when you look pered Bears fared badly in State
He has been on the air since 1931.
cram, to leave their names and pref- back and review all the activity that Series play, they won a tie for the It's Coming! /950 Prism
Master Of The Impromptu
erences for meeting dates in the has been crowded into the past four Yankee Conference lead earlier in
A proponent of the "tear-and-smile"
To Appear In February
Placement Bureau office in the Li- months, the semester seems a little the season. The big blowoff of the
approach, it is safe to say that many
brary.
season was Homecoming weekend.
longer.
The dtlaj cd 1950 Prism will be of his best lines are due to his imTo date, five groups of seniors, a
\Vay hack on Sept. 19. registration even though Bowdoin won the game. available by Commencement time for promptu wit.
of 125. have completed the pro- started and then classes and prelims
Maine Newspaper Day and the members of the graduating class of
Herschel 1.. Bricker, director of
cram.
followed in monotonous succession. Maine Resources Conference were February, 1950, according to Irving the Maine Masque Theatre, this week
But sandwiched in between the aca- weekend meetings held here last fall. Pierce, University accountant. The described Cantor as one of the finest
The Vain,. Campus will not be demic sessions were many highlights Newsmen front all over the state rest of the student body may expect
artists of the theatre.
rtibli•herl (luring the final ex- in the forms of athletic events, social gathered at the former event to swap copies around mid-February.
"1 consider him one of the all-time
period. The next i•Aile affairs, assemblies, etc.
miunt•
notes and hear experts like Erwin
A total of 2.650 students subscribed greats in show business: he is more
%till be mi Thtir.rla‘. Feb. 9.
One of the highlights of the autumn
(Continued on Page True)
to the 1950 Prism.
than worth seeing," Bricker said.

Sculptures Ruined
By Wind And Rain

fig
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Students, Public
To Attend Program

Romulo III, Visit Maine Debaters
Here Postponed Take On Colby
This Afternoon

Job Clinic Program
Will Be Continued

Yankee Conference Tie, Big
Meetings Spotlight Semester
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Farm-Home Week
To Be Observed
Here Next April

Buy'Em,Fix'Em,Sell'Em,Says West. He's
Been Doing It For Two Years With Success
BY IIWK ST. JAMES
If you want to buy a second-hand
car, the man to see for tips on campus
is Roland J. West of Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
He ought to know something about
used cars because he has had eight of
them in the last two years. He could
tell you what to look for, where to
look, and how to bargain. He might
even sell you one.
West, a junior mechanical engineering student. resumed his studies here
in the fall of 1947 after serving a
hitch in the Navy.
One of the first things he did was
buy a $35 1931 Model A Ford coupe.
The car had been in a collision with a
house and was in "miserable condition." He fixed it up in good shape.
ran it around for awhile, and sold it
for $125. That was the start of the
parade.

Next, he added $10 to that amount
and bought another 1931 Model A
coupe. However, this one was in good
shape. West ran it for quite awhile,
sold it for $175, and bought a 1934
Ford sedan for $200. This one was in
fair shape and he kept it all summer.
When West came back to school the
next fall, he sold the Ford for $260
and promptly invested $215 in a 1936
touring Ford. He fixed it up. then
decided it was too much car for him,
and sold it back to the same fellow for
$235.
That's a good trick if you can do it.
He'd only spent about three dollars
fixing the thing up.
A Plymouth This Time
Roland's next deal was to put up $50
and go into partnershii) on a 1937
Plymouth sedan. He helped fix it up,
then lost interest and withdrew his
investment.

I

I

Soon after that. ho bought a 1933
Chevrolet coupe in excellent condition.
It cost him $125. and he ran it until
just before school closed last June.
He sold the car for $185 and bought a
1935 Chevrolet sedan for $/0. It had
been won in a raffle by its former
owner and was in rough condition.
West fixed the Chevvy up, took it
home with him, and sold it for $85.
Now this fall he's back on campus
with a 1930 Model A sedan which he
bought for VO last summer.
West claims that his greatest pleasure in these experiences came from the
fixing of the cars and the dickering
that went with the buying and selling.
He says that the prospective buyer
should always try to beat the prospective salesman down. But when he's
the salesman. his ideas are just the
opposite.

•

THE DU PONT

Univerity i4
third annual Farm and Home Week
will be held April 3-6, Arthur L. Deering. Dean of Agriculture, has announced. More than 20 state-wide agricultural and other organizations will
cooperate in preparing an outstanding
program which will cover all phases
of rural activity.
Maurice D. Jones professor of
agricultural economics and farm management, is chairman of the affair,
Deering said. This will be the
twentieth year that Professor Jones
has headed the Farm and Home committee.

N1'illiam Hirst won first prize in
the semiannual interclass extemporaneous speaking contest, the speech
department announced this week.
Other winners were: second. Ralph
Barrow third, a tie between Leon
Segal and Richard Newdick fourth.
Robert Poulin: fifth, a tie between
Philip Haskell and Richard Myer.

EXCITING NEWS ABOUT

Du Pont's Newest Fiber

In 1940, Du Pont scientists began
work on a new fiber that seemed to

have unusual properties. Development continued during the war when,
under the name "Fiber A," the output went for military use in the hot,
humid South Pacific. Recently the
Du Pont Company decided to build
a plant at Camden,South Carolina,
for full-scale production. This ne-..v
plant will cost about twenty-t vo
million dollars.
While samples of"Orion"fiber are
now in the hands of knitters, weavers
and finishers for experimental pur-

(Continued from Page One)

Hirst Wins Speech
Department Contest

FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Strong sunlight will damage most
fibers—but not"Orion" acrylic fiber,
the latest synthetic yarn to come
from the Du Pont laboratories. This
remarkable fiber, which took eight
years of intensive research to develop, has a lasting resistance to sunlight, mildew, high temperatures and
even sulfuric acid. Experts say that
it is the best fiber yet found for outdoor use.

Conference Tie,
Bia Meetings
Are Fall Events

D. Canham, who spoke at a general
assembly. Likewise the Resources
Conference was a gathering of professional and business men to solve
problems and suggest improvements
in Maine industries.
The Calico Ball and the Farmer's
Fair took the spotlight one week end
in November as Deborah Williams
was named Calico Queen. Then early
in December the Military Ball was
held and Jo Josslyn was appointed
Honorary Lieutenant Colonel of the
Green Alligator Lost
R.O.T.C. Just recently Tom Collins
A green alligator Ronson cigarette and Lois Hunter braved
unseasonable
lighter was lost in the library last weather to be crowned king and
queen
week. If found, please return to 102 of the Winter Carnival.
Balentine Hall.
The success of the basketball team
under new coach Rankin has been
the talk of the campus for the past
month or so. There will be more to
say about it next semester.
The list of highlights is not complete without mention of the holiday
recesses. To most of us, they were
the biggest events.

DIGEST
Hundreds of smaller businesses will join with Du Pont
in bringing benefits of Orlon* acrylic fiber to you

. 31aine. January 19, 1930

INDUSTRIAL field will be largest initial consumer. Product's resistance to acids and high
temperatures is important in items such as
filter cloths, coveralls, ropes, and work clothes.

poses, it will probably be late 1950
before articles made of it will be generally available.Then you can expect
to see it in awnings,convertible automobile tops,golf bags,sails,electrical
insulation, as well as certain articles
of clothing.
In developing the uses of"Orion,"
Du Pcnt will work with hundreds
of smaller businesses— a "partnership" V.:at will bring Americans not
only new and bettee products, but
more jcbs,more business activity and
another contribution to better living.

Movies For Mrs. Maine
Movies will be shown at the next
meeting of the Mrs. Maine Club in the
Louis Oakes Room at 7:45 January
25. The club's gym night will be held
every Monday in the Women's Gym.
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WANTED
NEWS-CARRIERS
TO BUILD ROUTES
for
Bangor Sunday Commercial
ON SOUTH END OF
CAMPUS
Contact
Jim Barrows
423 Corbett

•TRADIII•YIANIC

YOUR PIPE'S BEST FRIEND IS
HEINE'S BLEND . . .
52ND FOR the booklet "Thi3
is Du Pont." It is a 52-page
picture story of one company's
contributions to America. For
your free copy, write to 0-.3
Du Pont Company, 2503 N tnours Building, Wilmingt—i,
Delaware.

a

THE SMOKING TOBACCO
WITH A D.M.S.* DEGREE!
'Definitely Milder Smoking
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

OUTDOOR uses of"Orion" will include furniture fabric, golf bags, sweaters and swimming suits.
New fiber stands up extremely well under sun and rain.

Great Dramatic Entertainment—Tune in'tervalcade
ofAmerica" Tuesday Nights., NBC Coast tO Coast
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Artist's First
Exhibit To Show
In Carnegie Hall

Glee Club Will
Broadcast Over
NBC Hookup

The first one-man show anywhere
of the paintings of Louis
The University of Maine Glee Club
Evan is
being shown in the art gallery
of
will broadcast a half-hour concert
Carnegie Hall.
over the New England regional netRecently elected head of the Cape
work of the National Broadcasting
Ann Society of Modern Artists,
Evan
Company Sunday, Feb. 19.
has in the past been a gold miner,
a
clitchdigger, and a prize-fighter. He
One in a series of programs preis entirely self-taught as an
sented by New England college and
artist,
and his vigorous personality is strong
university glee clubs, the broadcast
ly reflected in his bold and unusua
l
will originate at 4:30 p.m. from the
pictures.
Memorial Gym.
The variety of styles evident in this
A program is being arranged by
exhibition shows that Evan is not
Prof. Lewis Niven, head of the deafraid of being labeled a borrow
er.
partment of music, and Mr. James
Essentially an abstract painter, he
, Selwood, director of the University
does not strive for originality at all
Glee Club.
costs. He has not tried to conceal the
fact that other artists—Picasso, Marin
Schools which have appeared on
,
Feininger, Braque, or Baziotes—have
previous programs include Dartmouth,
been the source of ideas for one or anWellesley, Boston University, New
other of these paintings. But the
Hampshire, and Holy Cross.
diversity of influences shows that
The programs are sponsored by
Rain and Friday the 13th failed to halt the
Evan, far from being a plagiarist,
coron
ation
of
the
Winte
Carni
r
the
val
King
Monsanto Chemical Company.
and
is
queen last week end. King Tom Collins looks on
simply a young artist sensible enough
with approval as President Hauck places the
crown on pretty Lois Hunter, a freshman.
not to hurry his own development.
Newhall Photo
Dr. Griffee Speaks
"Autumn Sea," one of his most recent works in the show, is representaDr. Fred Griffee, director of the
tive of his work. It combines simagricultural station at the University,
plicity and uniqueness of conception.
will speak on the topic "What Needs
•
The painting is pictorial in the hest
to be Done in Agricultural Engineering Research" at the A.S.A.E. meetsense, and by all odds the outsta
ndStudents may moan and groan for a prelim or is
ing picture in the show ‘vhich
A
given
summe
to
be done in ing Thursday, Jan. 19, at 7:00 p.m. in
r training program for
is
certainly varied enough otherwise
the Agricultural Engineering Buildabout
the
reserv
e
book
situati
journa
on
in
lism
a
studen
short
ts
time.
to
whereby they will
The book is often unoffer something to almost any visitor receive colleg
ing.
e credits for newspaper the Library, but the librarians have possible to get, 1bbotson says, noting
.
employment has been approved by their own cause for complaining.
—R. M.
that some students are not above
the University Board of Trustees.
Book Review
According to Librarian Louis T. sneaking the book to their
room for
The new plan is the direct result Ibbots
on, several remedies were taken a day or so.
Mrs. Jane Welch of Portland will
of friendly inquiries that have come
review
to
The Prince of Egypt, by
ease
the
troubl
e
in
the
past
but the
The librarian states he and his asindividually in recent months from a
Dorot
hy
Clark Wilson, in the Orono
efforts
were
in
vain.
Ihbotson admits sistants welcome the chance to talk
number of Maine editors and pubMethodist Church auditorium Feb. 3,
The Newman Club is sponsoring lishers.
he is presently stumred as to the all- to students on the proble
m or to hear at 8 p.m. Student admission
tickets
card parties every Friday evening
Selected students who obtain em- inclusive solution, but he will con- their individual complaints.
at
may be obtained at the MCA building.
7:30 in Newman Hall. The
ployme
nt will receive three hours sii!er any suggestions offered by stu .,...~.441.0",,,•••••‘~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
admis•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,,,,,,,,••••••••...
,,=.•.................
...
,
,
sion price of 50 cents will be divide credit upon comple
ti
d
tion of their sum- it nts.
equally between the chapel debt and mer training under
a course that will
One 1,
:lssible suggestion offered by / VOCR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
the Newman Club.
be listed in the University catalog !bbotson is a return
to a plan which
A special meeting of the club
will as "Staff Training."
operated several years ago. A hook I
be held this Sunday at 7 p.m. in Newcould be tz.I:en out overnight with the
A5
man Hall. Plans for the provin.9
rovision that if it was not returned i
Vets
Must
Arra
nge
nieeting will he discussed.
IV•••••1 .0,4,
can: tbe :..xt morning a line would •• •J
•
e.•
For Caps And Gowns
be levied against the guilty person. '
Simanonok Completes
, .'•.11 vettr::1S Nvliu are to graduate in Despite the tines, the hooks were often
Air Technical Training
February are asked to see Miss Betty Pert out until late the nest afternoon. zt
. Reid of the Veterans Education OfAt present books on reserve arc!
ItANG2tIt
1 5TRPN D
Capt. Joseph E. Siinanonok. class of
it
fice, 109 East Annex, immediately.
signed out for two hours for use in !Zi
Jan.
15-21
a Maine National Guard pilot.
citioN0
It is necessary that they order their the library and can he tal:f.n out of the
-PINKY"
W2S graduated last month
from the caps and gowns and fill out
atInv
Crain. Ethel Barrvrou.e.
a change Library on Saturday afternoons and
Wed. & Thur... Jan. 18-19
Air Force's Department of TransporEthel Waters, William Luncligan
: of address form for their February returned on Sunday afternoon. Books I
Double Feature
tation Training at Lowry Air Force i
Jan.
22,
23,
24, 25
i checks.
1 can also be signed out over vacatien
"LOST TRIBE"
"HOLIDAY AFFAIR"
Base. Colorado.
i
periods.
!:,•bert Mitchum. Janet Leigh.
6:37-0:11
The 25-year-old pilot received ten
Eastport. Maine, is the easternmost
Wendell Corey
Johnny Weismuller, M3rila Dell
Complications arise when the book ,
weeks of technical study in motor and i city
Jan. 26, 27, 28
Plus
in tile United States.
is assigned for two and three divisions
aircraft transportation. He is return- 1
"THE BIG WHEEL"
"WITHOUT HONOR"
Mickey Rooney, Thomas
ing to :‘faitic for his finnl semester. l•
7:59
Mitchell
Laraine Day. Frans-hot Tone

I

Futu re Reporters 'St
udents Aren't The Only Ones
Will Get Training
With New Program Who Have Library Troubles

Newmanites Hold
Friday Card Games

I

„ 1111- 1.111111) ITIAIRES

1

OPERA HOUSE

1

1

Pin kham Still Confined;
Has Virus Pneumonia
Larry Pinkham. editor of the Cam- •
pus, is still hospitalized at Franklin.
N. H., where Ile has been ill since
Christmas week. His illness, believed
at first to be influenza, has been diagnosed as virus pneumonia.
Mail for Larry is being sent in care
of his father, Jack Pinkham. North
Main Street, West Franklin, N. H.

MEN

WHY LOOK FURTHER?
VIRGIE'S Can Supply All Your

The University art collection includes approximately 10.000 photographs, large colored reproductions,
and slides of art masterpieces, available to students and faculty for study
and loan service.
•

RANI:0111
Jan. 18. 19. 20
"THE GAL W11() TOOK
THE WESTYvonne de Carlo, Charles
Coburn. Scott Brady
Jan. 21, 22. 23, 24
"BAGDAD"
Maureen O'Hara. Paul
Christian. Vincent Price

Clothing Needs
Popular lines
Fine quality

Chem Engineers Meet
The Chemical Engineering Club will
hold a business meeting tonight at
7 o'clock in room 362 Aubert Hall.
Following the business meeting movies
w ill be shown and refreshments served. •

BIJOU

Reasonable prices

E. J. VIRGIE
Mill St.

Orono

"OLD HOME BREAD"
The Bread with the old pt.le flavor

Nissen's

Products

PARK

Fri. & Sat.. Jan. 20-21
"INSPECTOR GENERAL"
(Technicolor)
Danny Kaye. Barbara Bates
Also Cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:25
Sun. & Mon.. Jan. 22-23
"THE GREAT LOVER"
Bob Hope, Rhonda Fleming
Also short subjects
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:24
inn. 2-1
-TOO LATE FOR TEARS"
I.isabeth Scott, Don DeFore
Also shorts. 6:30 -8:25

ILiNGOIt
Jan. 20, 21
"SHE WORE A YELLOW
Wed. &
Jan. 25-26
RIBBON"
Double Feat tire
John Wayne. Joanne Dru
"HOLD THAT BABY"
"CHALLENGE TO I.‘sSI
Leo Gorcev, Hut, Hall
6:30-9:20
Ni
Edmund Gwen. Donald Crisp
Jan. 22, 23, 24
"THE DOCTOR AND TII E
Plus
GIRL"
"THE KID FROM
( 1(11,1 For(1. ('harks (
CLEVELAND"
Gloria de Haven
7:46
"TOKYO JOE"
George Brent, Lynn Bari
Pijen and Opera !louse operate continuously
from 1 :30 to II o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 350 to 5 o'clock
e4.0••••••••.*OW.INP
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Hurray For IMAA

cosy,ex.&

7,'StISDNY
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We are glad to be able to report that the Intramural Athletic Association will meet to decide on a refund for those who
purchased tickets to the Intramural Ball.
We think it is only fair that some adjustment be made.
After all, four clams is an awful lot for two hours of dancing.
The IMAA is doing the right thing. More power to 'ern.
• • •

Let's sand Together
Much mention has been made by students in the past few
years of the apparent lack of interest on the part of the committees handling the bigger dances of the school year in obtaining
"name" or even "semi-name" bands for their formal and semiformal affairs.
Our intentions here are specifically to offer what may be a
workable solution to the problem.
The solution is not an easy one by any means. It would
involve cooperation on the part of ourselves and student organizations at Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby.
The only way that a name band of top caliber can be brought
into the state for a college dance engagement is to assure the
band's agent that they will have sufficient booking along the
way to justify their appearance.
This could be accomplished, we think, by the cooperation
of the four colleges in arranging their dances on consecutive
nights to allow the signing of a top-flight orchestra on tour of
the East.
Of course the cry will be heard immediately--"Why should
we hold our affair in the middle of the week?" The answer is
this—take any three of the four schools. say Bates. Colby, and
Maine. and set aside Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights for
the dance dates. These three schools could then choose by lot
through central committees the night for their affair and make
their arrangements accordingly.
—BOB WINSHIP
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"We'll Take'Em Next Time"
The fighting Pale Blue basketball team is providing plenty
of surprises this year, and we predict it will supply a few more.
Everyone is singing the praises of this Maine team after
the recent trip. The praise is not based on the number of
victories won by the team on the trip, for it won only the one
it was expected to win, that against Northeastern. The cheering
comes from the great showing the boys made against the two
toughest teams on the schedule, Connecticut and Rhode Island.
Against Connecticut in the first game of the trip. the Bears
held a lead at various stages of the game. They were right in
there until the final minutes, when Connecticut pulled away to
win.
The next night, against Rhode Island. they came even
closer to pulling an upset as they played the Rams right to the
end and lost by only four points. And this happened after four
Maine players had fouled out, some of them quite early in the
game.
The cry of the players now is "Wait 'til we 2-et 'em up here.
We'll take 'em." Even if they don't defeat the Rams and Connecticut up here, however, they deserve the thanks and congratulations of everyone for their fighting New England trip.
• • •

Pedestrians Beware
To the Editor: Let's smarten up.
boys and girls! Let's not loaf along
in front of the many cars on the ceotpes streets. And when you're bumfur Pete's sake don't crowd way
:n the middle of the road. You're
a lot more trust in the brahes
of the drivers

E

Mali Bag
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I According To S. james1
By

D:CK ST. JAMES

How d'ya feel. friend? Got those
end-of-the-semester shakes. those final
exam jitters? And well you might
have them, because there are those
nasty old finals, just around the corner. Throughout the years they've
been blasphemed. criticized, defended,
investigated. and just about everything else in the book but praised.
And don't look at me over your horn
rims. 11!ac. I'm not going to praise
'ent. All I'm going to say is that they
are here to stay and there's nothing
vre can ci.,1 ahottt it but study and
grine.
That brings us no to the subject of
how students prepare for their exams.
In three and a half years here we've
noticed several different types of study
procedures.
First, there's the conscientious type
who keeps up with his work all
semester and starts studying for finals
about a month ahead of time. This
type is almost extinct now, but it's a
good way to make the Dean's List.
Just the opposite from hint is the
guy who lets his work slide all
semester and comes up to the finals
with eight book reports and three term
papers to write besides his exams. He
works frantically and manages to get
everything done. Then he makes a
resolution to keep his studying up to
date the next semester. Ha!
Then there's the guy who dashes
around enntoos makirg cortnct:, t.

I

finally slides up to you and whispers.
"Hey. Joe. keep this under your hat.
I've got last year's finals in Descriptive Basket-weaving with all the answers. The instructor gives the same
one every year. Come on up to my
room at seven tonight and we'll knock
it cold. Not a thing to worry about."
So you go up to his room and find
half the class there copying the exam
word for word.
And how about the worrier, the one
who carries his books and notes everywhere he goes. He asks questions of
everyone, memorizes answers without
knowing their meanings, and sorearls
dire rumors, such as, "I hear we've
got to know every footnote in the
text." He's in a horrible state when
he takes the exam and gets all mixed
up.
The list wouldn't be complete unless
we mentioned the procrastinator, who
keeps postponing his studying for finals
and divides his time between Carnegie.
the movies. and Pat's. He finally starts
studying at 10 p.m. the night before
the exam, quits at 12. and says he's
done all he could. Then he takes the
exam and tries to justify himself by
saying. "I couldn't have done any
better if I'd studied all week?'
To which group do you belong?
Sludgey says he's the type who lets
his whole semester's work slide because, he says. "I work !letter with
the pre“t1r• or."

PETTICOAT ANGLES

Comedy OF Errors
To the Editor : lii the Jan. 12
of the Campus there appeared tv,
stories which I believe should be calle
to your attention.
The first story is that entitled "Ed.
Cantor To Stage Show Here Jan. 24.The third paragraph of this front page
story doesn't make sense. It states.
"Cantor, who is currently appearine
at colleges and universities throughout
the country, will put on two hour and
a half hours on 'American
an account of his years on the s-;
and radio."
Either that or the rest of the story
is factually wrong. Elsewhere we real
that the show is one and one-half hourlong and that it will be presented at
7 and 9 p.m.
The second story which I want to
mention is entitled "Joanne Mayo I.
New Panhel Council Prexy. The last
paragraph reads: "Caroline Beckler.
Phi Mu, has been named to the council
as a representative of Chi Omega."
She couldn't possibly be a member of
one sorority and a representative of
another!
•

—MARILYN DRAKE
Editor's Note: With bowed head tl!,Campus acknowledges the mistakes
pointed out above. Eddie Cantor wiil
put on two (2) hour-and-a-half shows.
and Miss Peckler is definitely retr,•sen:ing Phi .1In 0., the Panhel Council.

Defense Of Rome

BY MARILYN
"The' wheel that squeaks the loudest
Is Hu, one that gets tlre grease."
So said that homespun philosopher.
Josh Billings. He may not have been
on a college campus to write that.
but he had a point. It follows that the
wheel sqeaks because it travels further
and does more work.
Some days ago. in a student government meeting, a suggestion was made
that a particular office be given to a
"common man." This isn't the first
time that the opinion has been passed
that a few "wheels" are running the
campus. But rather than recall how
many wheels there are, let's see why
they are "wheels."
Some people are willirg to stick
their necks out, whether it be for a
committee to change the name of
Maine to Aroostook or a council of
war to attack final exams. These persons can survive the caustic comments of the "common man" who is
usually very liberal with criticism of
the derogatory kind and very stingy
with the opposite kind. Some people
agree to sit in a stuffy committee
room and dig through the drudgery of
parliamentary procedure while their
brothers are sampling Pat's Best. and

up or dov.-n
io front of the can:is ;H:•ig. the lives of any nu:H
of trusting students in his hands. 7:
crowd out into the road and, espLe:
ly at right. are very hard to see age.:•
the lights of approaching cars. Pi-01,a* the best idea would be for the
University to establish a couple
authorized Pickup Stations.
A DRIVER

the thanks they get are amazing. The
"common men" just sit back and agree
that the campus would be a better place
with fewer "wheels."
Then, when an outsider praises some
event, whether it be Winter Carnival
or a band concert. the "common man"
smiles and agrees that the University
does have its good points. How short
his memory is that he forgets how the
"wheels" worked to bring about such
results.
Few people are in rewarding positions unless they have survived the
drudgery and boredom of running
errands, talking to the men who print
the posters or are responsible for the
public address system, or taking tickets. By the time they are eligible
for a presidency or chairmanship they
have been noticed and labeled "wheels."
But these "wheels" have done the
work the "common man" was too
busy to bother with, so why ride them
because they squeak louder?
With these few lines Petticoat
Angles sings its swan song. During
the days of its existence it has been
agreeable and disagreeable but every
day has been fun. The battered remains of P.A. bids you adieu.

To the Editor: A comment last
week really took the proverbial cakeo
in my own humble opinion, that •
On the sport page an article was w r:7 ten by Valt Schurman to show a feud the students' reactions to the Maine
basketball team. One comment wa•
tint "Rome Rankin should go bacl,T
to Rome."
Just what is meant or implied b:
that statement is far from clear, but
it would appear that the adage about
not being able to please everyone i•
absolutely true. Personally. I'd like
to cast a vote in favor of the "Doc."
He has put Maine at the top of the
state series heap, and "his boys" recently made an excellent showing
against Connecticut and Rhode Island
State. He has done, and will no doubt
continue to do. a lot of work to keep
the team sharp. He is sincere about
his work, and he is pleased with the
spirit of his players.
Maybe the guy who made the statement didn't have anything against
Rankin. but only wanted to make a
witty remark. I hope so. After all.
a poor joke is far better than such
poor judgement.
—BOB LORD
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THURSDAY, JAN. 19
'SATURDAY,JAN. 21
Basketball, Colby at Waterville.
p.m.—(
I guess the "Far:::er's Almanac- ,t!.) vie musk.
Merrill
Hall.
SUNDAY,
JAN. 22
Beanies
knew what it was talking about. when
-Jet-ler and Mr. an i
i-rank
(Continued from Page One)
7
p.m.—Glee
Dalton
Carnegie
Club,
Foyer.
chaperoned.
9,
10,
11
a.m.—Our Lady of
it reported rain for the Winter Cam:
Wisdom Ci:ape:.
7 p.m.—Politic,: Club. Nirf:
val o.-eek end. It was disheartening to-Delta Tau held an informal intra11 a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian
Fstabroke (C).
.. —al ball last Saturday evening. Many Veterans In
Class
of the students, especially those
service. Little Theatre.
C: :es and sandwiches were served.
p.m.—Remedi
7
Reading
Gr.,:::
al
had worked so hard in planning
Veterans of World War II are
7 p.m.—Our Lady of Ntrisdom
Over forty couples danced to the vie
.-•
the r fiair.
h!:etvily represented in this year's FebChapel.
; music.
7 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
Poo:ever. the canTus as a whole'
ruary
graduation
group.
MONDAY,
JAN. 23
Kappa Sig threw its hat in the tin,
15 Coburn Hall.
2:ned quite optimistic about it. There '
3:45 p.m.—Ra,lio Guild Tryouts,
It is e::pected that those who re- 7:30 p.m.-.--Canterbury
‘vith an unusual party theme last Friare worse things ;
275 Stevens Hall.
day evening. The prize for the most ceive their degrees at this commenceCA building.
than ruiningbeano.m.—Pers;:nality Clink, Louis
original hat went to Jan Bannister. ment will include about 160 former
7:39 p.m.—Ocummo, Carnegie
tiful net evenina
Oakes Room.
who was bonneted in a strihing nun:7c::;ers of the armed services. Many
Lounge.
gown s, pert-en- her
created out of playing cards.
TUESDAY. JAN. 24
nent waves. and
of them began their college careers at FRIDAY, JAN. 20
5:35 o.m.—Classes end.
Tan Epsilon Phi also hell an insilver slipmers. by
the
University
of
Maine
Annex
when
7:15
p.m.—Bridze
Club.
MCA
formal
WEDNESDAY
vie dance last Saturday night.
.JAN. 25
having to walk in
it opened at Brunswick in the fall of
building.
Final examinations begin.
tile rain. And a Refreshments were served, and the
8 p.m.—Pi Beta Phi ski tog stag
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.—Eddie Cantor
melted snow couples sang. danced. and played
Some
dance, Memorial Gym.
shortened
their
college stay
games. Prof. and Mrs. Thomas Kinz.
Shov.. Memorial Gym.
sculpture, altho
by a semester by going to summer mminrsammunir
and
Sergeant
and
Mrs.
William
Klein
sad, isn't drastic!
sessions.
I would sur- were chaperons.
Theta Chi had a deluge of steamed
MARILYN
mise, after last
week end, that it clams Saturday night. So they held
151
tales more than a few drops of rain : an informal vie dance to get rid of
to spoil the fun for the Mainiacs. I them. Guests gobbled them up ...
After all ...the party spirit has little and reports were that they were deliA poll will be conducted among the .4.9.271110•511•111/10=11/
cious.
to do with the weather.
...if one is
students
;
to pick the topics of main <37741.'"TOSSZICJIGICAVL -":7NTECW3MIArrififilINIMEMESEPARMElairli
Pinned
this
week are: Norma Me'7rnined to have a good time.
Lachlan. South Estabrooke. to interest to be discussed during Emhznut Nu had two parties over the
Garth Folsom, Phi Gam: Lee Vio- bassy Week. A proportion representend. Saturday night over
, lette. Miami, Florida. to Dick Ham- ing a cross section of the student body
conoles attended an informal vie dance
mond, Sigma Chi Ruth Zeller, Man- will be asked to indicate the topics
party after the basketball game.
basset, N. Y.. to Stan Roberts. Delta that interest them.
Cocla and cookies were served. SunTau : Carol Robbins '49 to Bill LarEmbassy Week will be March 12-16.
day night the Sigma Nu Theatre rabee,
Delta Tau: Lorraine Harvey, Those students working on the com--ed its weekly movie. "Beyond
; West Hall, to John Godsoe, S.A.E.: mittee are: Dick Spencer, Leonard R.
LAIL.I
_A
— ••-;:•rrm.v."
Refreshments
were , Gretchen Bebe. Waltefieid. Mass.,
to Grimes, Vera E. Edfors, Betty Friedfollowing the show.
Arthur Bawker, S.A.E.: Lorraine ler, Theodore L. Gross, Zinas MayoA.T.O. held an infor:ral vie dance Cormier, t, Pete Arsenault.
Kappa dories. Eleanor A. Nialtaney. and Jack F
S - • •rlay ni7:11t. The couples sat ,
Miller.
ar ,:m4 the fireplace. singing and tar:Engaged are: Eleanor Cross, PortIna:. Coffee. doughnuts, and sandwiches land, to Don MeGlauflin.
Sigma Chi: Leads
Sunday Service
were provided.
Kay Rogers, Claremont. N. H.. to
The Betas used the winter theme Art Elian, Sigma Chi Judy Keegan, Rev. David Almon of the Stoningwith a ski dance. %,-hich they held last WestF.e1,1. Mass., to Gene Sturgeon, ton Methodist Church will conduct reFriday evening. The conoles
ligious services at the Little Theatre
I Phi r--on Tan. 22 at 11 a.m.
A
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The Compus wants news. Phone
Orono 441. Extension 52. or bring it
to the Con:/'us office on the second
! Kappa Delta Pi. honor society in t1 :1r of Fernald Hall.
Mrs. Marsh Pedersor. •-,,Ina!itY education.
initiated 11 new member m•mmimo
;
counselor at Burdett College. will Tuesday evening. Ermo Scott. deputy
i
s7eal: here Monday. Tan. /3. on "Per- commissioner of education. Augusta.
Boyd & Noyes, inc.
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s )nality--A Career Must."
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All women students are invited to it Those initiated were: Charles A.
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Mrs. Ingrid Mann.
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Pi Phi Dance Tomorrow
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New Atlantic Restaurant
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66 Main St.
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..4Keep Your Baby "Socially Accer,t:-" in
PLAYTEX® BABY PANTS
Made of tree-grown latex, Playtex BaLy Parts r.tr'i
!lo
all over for all over comfort. No seams, no
chafing, no binding. Provide odorless, waterproof
tection. 10 seconds to rinse fresh, 10 secomls to pat dry!
Accurately sized by baby's weight. Pink,Blue,White.690
Playtex Plastikool Baby Pants
Transparent.... extra-light ... extra-cool 79

glie H. & K. Store
MILL ST.
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• PERFECT FITTING
ARROW COLLARS
• MITOGA-SHAPED
TO FIT BETTER
• FINE, LONG
WEARING FABRICS
• BUTTONS THAT
STAY
!
• SANFORiZE,- WON'T
SHRINK OVER 1 o

UI

Pi Beta Phi sorority will present i• annual ski tog stag dance tomorr, ;
night from 8 to 11:30 in Memori..I
Gym. Music will be provided by the
Maine Bears and admission is 50 cer,.
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Annual Good Will Her Hobby Is
Cub To Hold
Drive To Be
Panel Discourse Chest
Real Horses
Held Next Month
Here Tonight
By

Cantor Here Tuesday
The Eddie Cantor performances in Memorial
in will he
at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on Tuesday,
Jan. 24.
Because of a typographical transposition in the University Calendar on Page 5, the lines concerning the Cantor shows erroneously appear under the head.
inir for Wednesday. Jan. 25.
Page 5 is an "early form" page
this week. The entire printing
of it was off the press before the
transposit'
was discovered.
The Campus. therefore, takes
this means of correcting the
error.
The Cantor shows are on
TUESDAY.

MARILYN DRAKE

The annual Good Will Chest drive
to subscribe funds for the support of
charitable organizations will be held
March 1-7, the Chest committee announced this week.
A committee of students and faculty announced that the campaign
will be conducted by student subscribers in the dormitories and fraternity
houses.
Last year's drive netted $2.338.
which was distributed among six organizations.
Special consideration
was given to the needs of college
students throughout the world.
The Chest has a balance of $392.16
in reserve, to meet the initial expenses of the 1950 campaign and any
campus emergency.

Many students on a campus the
size of the University of Maine have
hobbies that provide a variety of interesting experiences.
One such person is Sally Stockton,
a 21-year-old student from South Portland, Maine. Sally is a junior this
year and a transfer from Westbrook
Junior College. Her particular interest is horses.
Sally started to ride when she was
three, started to show when she was
six, and rode professionally for four
years after her 13th birthday.
Won Several Prizes
Her stepfather was a professional
horseman and had show stables in
New York and -Connecticut. Sally
therefore gained a great deal of exThe Glee Club and Varsity Singers
perience and won several honors,
will
travel to Camden on Thursday,
among them the Connecticut State
Bach Program Sunday
Junior Horsemanship when she was Feb. 9, for a concert before the CamThe death of Johann Sebastian 13. She has won ribbons at recognized den Outing Club.
(1685-1750) will be commem- shows in Connecticut, New York, The concert will include a performBach
North Star Resumes
orated by a special program arranged Massachusetts, and Maine.
ance of Schubert's D major Mass,
The North Star, published by the by the department of music at the
Much of her spare time in the past with the following soloists: Freda
men of the North Dormitories, has University, Sunday at 4 p.m., in six
years has been spent teaching peo- Gray, Richard Pitman, and John
resumed publication after one-and-a- Carnegie Hall. Two of the comple to ride. Sally proves herself a Tnomas. Other soloists will be David
half years on the inactive list. Staff poser's works, Double Violin Con- versatile
rider who has participated in Powers, Priscilla Goggin, Paul Paymembers of the paper are Jack Mc- ccrto in D Minor and the Coffee
hunting, jumping, and polo, on top of son, Jean-Paul Roberge. and Raymond
Cormick and Don La Rochelle.
Cantata, in English, will be presented.
Kenneally.
showing.
Rode In Nationals
The most exciting and interesting Guild Sponsors Contest
experience Sally has had was riding
The Radio Guild is sponsoring a
in the National Horse Show at Madiscript writing contest open to all high
son Square Garden when she was 15.
school upperclassmen. The scripts
Sally claims, "The horses in Maine have to be original and preferably
Your Week End Isn't Complete
I are not as fine as those in Connecticut. about the State of Maine. with current
but they are improving every year." interest, adaptability to radio, and seaWithout a Visit to the
She has never had a serious accident sonal timing being stressed.
! while riding but has been thrown
The best script will be broadcast by
several times in training "green"
the guild on the "University Town"
horses.
series, and a medal will be given to the
Recommends Riding
winner.
Wonderful Atmosphere
Fine Fcod
"Showing professionally is a great
emotional strain due to its extremely
Colvin Hail is named in honor of
competitive nature," says Sally. "but Dr. Caroline Colvin. Professor EmeriRefreshments
riding is good for a person both physi- tus of History and Government and
cally
and mentally for it allows free- . the first dean of women at the Uni(hl
the
8 miles out on
nn of action."
;Thity.
"Student Government on the Ifaine
Campus" will be the topic of a panel
discussion by the Politics and Foreign
Affairs Club at tonight's meeting at
7:15 in the North Estabrooke recreation room. The discussion will be
led by Jim McBrady, Dwight Demeritt
and Bertha Clark.
The club is planning a membership
drive for this year. Information may
be obtained from Harold Haley, 312
New Dorm 3; Donald Barnes, 6 Mill
St., Orono; Sylvia Jordan, 202 Balmtine; Curtis Burrell, 412 Hannibal
Hamlin; and Wendell Hodgkins,
ATO.
An election of officers and a report
on existing membership will be part
of the program.

Maine Singers Will
Travel To Camden

REMEMBER -

BIRCHMERE INN

I!

SOMETHING TO GET EXCITED ABOUT!

MINMASTERS
CLEANSERS
CEMENT
IN FANS

VARIETY

31-37 MILL ST., ORONO. MAINE

SPRAYERS —
LOCKSETS
SCALES -TOYS

PARK'S

• FREESE'S

ALUMINUMWARE— BITS — BRACES— LEVELS
People say--"Yon can find it at PARK'S"
I
TILE
DD1
HEATERS — SEEDS — WHEELBARROWS— TURNBUCKLES

TED NEWHALL

FOR FIVE DAYS... ON

PHOTOGRAPHER

CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

PORTRAITS
GROUPS
PARTIES
DANCES
Expert Developing & Printing

MEN and WOMEN
DON'T MISS THIS!
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The office of the president has released the following faculty committee
list for 1950:
Administration—President, College
Deans, Dean of Graduate Study, Dean
of Men, Dean of W'ornen, Director of
Student and Public Relations, Business Manager, Registrar, Treasurer,
Director of Admissions.
Admissions and Secondary School
Relations—Shibles, Cloke, Crane,
Crossland, Deering, Murray.
Assemblies—Crossland,
Hawley,
Hill, Libby, Niven, Trafford.
Athletics—Wieman, Crossland, Elliott, Maynard Jordan, Watson.
Coe Research Fund—Dickinson,
rush, Gray, Griffee, Hitchner,
Speicher, Steinmetz, Trefethen.
Eligibility—Gannett, Curtis, Niven,
Wieman, Wilson.
Health—Wieman, Crossland, Leddy, Rogers, Ryckman, Wallace, 'Wilson.
Maine Studies--Hitchner, Brush,
Douglass, Ibbotson, Kirshen, Leavitt,
Turner.
Publieity—Keyo, Crossland, Day,
Dow, Wayne Jordan, Nelson, Parsons, Schreiber, Williamson.
Schedule—Gannett, Dorsey, Evans,
Maynard Jordan, College Deans.
Social Affairs—.McNeary, Cassidy,
Howes, O'Connor, Wieman, Wilson,
WoolleY- Worrick.
Student Aid—Crossland, Brockway, Crane, Crosby, Hart, King,
Lamoreau, Loring, Schofield, Stedman, Wieman, Wilson.
Sebolarships—Lamoreau, Brockway, Crane, Crosby, Hart, King, Loring, Schofield, Stedman.
Student Loans—Wieman, Brockway, Crawford, Gordon, Shainin,
Smyth, Stewart, Wilson.
Student
Emplo,ment —Wells,
Brockway, Ellis, Evans, Fobes, Lewis,
McGuire. Reed, Wieman, Wilson.
Student Publications—Wayne Jordan, Keyo, Pierce, Reynolds.
Veterans' Affairs—Small, Pedlow,
Ryckman, Schofield, Starr.
Woman Students—Wilson, Comegys, Rogers, Miles, Stedman, Stewart.

r

r
Prof.
Gross Writes
Piece For Journal
A research article by Stuart M.
Gross, associate professor of Spanish,
appeared in a recent issue of Hispanic,
a national professional journal for
teachers of Spanish. The article is
entitled "Are There Political and Social Reflections in the Contemporary
Poetry of Guatemala?"
Professor Gross was assisted in his
research on this paper by a grant
from the University Coe Research
Fund.

U Of M Florida Alumni
• Hold Monthly Meetings

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
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SKATES SHARPENED

At

JANUARY 19 to JANUARY 24
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HARDWAREa

hfclve your

5 EXCITING DAYS

IN BANGOR

ts

New Faculty
List For 1950
Is Announced

Bank Building
Orono

8171

Univcr,ity
I Mitine alumni in
Florida arc
ctirg monthly in St.
Petersburg.
Almost a score of alumni attended a
luncheon in December, and it is expected that the number will be doubled
at the next meeting.
Arrangements for the luncheon
meetings are under the direction of
Mrs. J. W. Glover, '17, of Orono, and
S. H. Winchester, '11.
Miss Margaret Lovely, '33. of
Presque Isle, is president of the St.
Petersburg alumni club.
The Campus wants news. Phone
Orono 441, Extension 52, or bring it
to the Campus office on the second
floor of Fernald Hall.

19, 1950
Orono, M. •
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Bear Facts Dears Face Colby In Crucial Waterville Tilt
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What do you think of Rankintype basketball?
This question, with answers printed I
in the Campus last week, aroused at
least a mild zephyr of controversy
among the student-fans at Orono-onThe sensatiotial Black Bears added
the-Stillwater.
another
win to their growing string
Coach Hal Westerman's frosh squad
Some students bemoaned the lack
By BOB SLOSSER
of
state
series
victories last Saturday
of speed in the Bear attack. Let's will face the Aroostook State Normal
Coach
Rome Rankin's red-hot
night by trouncing Bowdoin with
rally 'round the fkie.. iloys. and look School quintet in Friday night's hoop
Black Bears will be going after
great ease. 57-37.
feature at Memorial Gym at 6:15 p.m.
at the situation.
The slaughter of the Brunswick their sixth straight state series
the
In
first place. Doc Rankin Have Good Record
hoopsters gave the Pale Blue four victory and at least a first-place
has often said that hi player.
The Teachers from Potatoland have
state series wins against no losses, tie for the title when they meet
look for the fast break. When a good record to date with wins over
making them need only two more vic- the surging Colby Mules Saturthey see an opporttinit to get several of the more powerful clubs on
tories to gain at least a tie for first day night at Waterville.
two men against one. or bett-r their own level plus an easy victory
If the Bears can get by the Mules.
place. Three wins will give them outodds. they break, and fast. But over the University of New Brunsthey can lose the rest of the series
right possession of the title.
if there isn't any opening. why wick.
It was lanky Vic Woodbrey who games and still tie for the crown. If
try the break. says Doe.
The yearlings' coach will probably
again paced the Bears in the scoring they kick the Mules around and beat
Sounds logical, so far.
string along with the same lineup that
department with 16 points, but the any of the three teams once more, they
Maine didn't run with Rhody. yet started the three previous games. Dave
will have the championship outright.
they scored 70 points to 74 for the Anderson and Len Carville will be at
Mules Out For Revenge
hurry-up Rams. This was done with the forwards. Ernie Sutton at center
But, as "Doc” Rankin said. "Colby
control of the ball, not with court- and Al Hackett and Johnny Dana at
will be tough," and paced by Teddy
length heaves and hopeful shots.
Shiro. who is pushing Vic Woodbrey
the guard spots.
And the Maine team was highly Dana
hard
for the individual scoring title,
Sparks Fresh
regarded at the Kingston school.
they will be anxious to avenge the
The whole frosh team has looked
Norm Jollow. sports editor of the
40-34 loss handed them by the Bears
good
to date. Dana, especially, has
Rhode Island student paper, had quite
in the first round of play.
a bit, and all good, to say about impressed the fans with his clever ball
The Mules have shown in their last
handling while Hackett has proved to
Maine.
few games that they can reach the
According to Jollow. Maine has be a reliable point gatherer from the
big figures when they're hitting, and
made the basketball title race a other guard post.
this will be the game in which they
three-team affair instead of the
will be giving everything they have.
usual two-way scramble between
In preparation for this crucial batRhode Island and Connecticut.
tle, Rankin has been putting his squad
He pats Rome Rankin on the back
through offensive and defensive funfor changing the Maine tactics from
damentals and working on Colby's
the famed freezing action of last year.
offense and defense.
Jollow, who has seen both ConnectiHis boys are anxious to meet the
Bob Spencer of New Dorm 3 and
cut and Maine play. rates Maine as
Mules to determine once and for all
Bill Bird of Phi Gamma Delta paced
being as impressive as the UConns
where the power lies in the state.
their respective teams to victory in
in its recent showing against the
Osgood
On Shiro
the abbreviated Winter Carnival inRams.
The job of guarding the versatile
tramural ski races.
Connecticut, the pre-season Yankee
Teddy Shiro will probably fall again
Spencer placed first in both the
Conference favorite, lost by an 83-65
to little Lowell Osgood, the Pale
score and did not play "as consistent dormitory slalom and downhill races.
Up and away go centers Wes Hussey of Maine (41) and
Blue's defense stalwart. In the last
the only two events to be held. and
"Doug- MacArthur of Bowdoin after a rebound in last Satur- meeting, the crafty and speedy "Os"
a brand of ball" as did Maine.
day's Memorial Gym encounter. Dick Jordan. Bowdoin's high
After all. Maine isn't playing Bird was first in the slalom and secheld the former Waterville High star
scorer, is in the center, partially blocking out forward Don Kel- to five points, an unusual low for the
Oklahoma-type basketball in which ond to Red Eastman of Phi Kappa
sey of Maine, who in turn partially obscures Jules Siroy of hoop wizard.
anything over 35 points is a school Sigma in the downhill.
Slalom—Dorm: 1, Spencer. New
Bowdoin. Bear forward Jack Leet is at right. —Newhall Photo
scoring record.
Rankin said that he would probIke Webber. obviously a dyed-in- Dorm 3; 2. Allen. Corbett: 3. Wilably go along with his same starting
---Opleasant sight to the near-3.000 crowd
the-wool Maine rooter, writes in de- son. ND 6; 4. Amann. ND 3. Frafive, which has Osgood and Al Hopwas big Charlie Goddard's explosion
ternity:
1,
Bird,
PGD: 2. Hawley.
fense of the present style of ball. I
kins at guards. Charlie Goddard at
to break into the double figure column.
don't think it needs any defense but PGD: 3. Rowe. P.MD: 4. Hibbard.
center. and Vic Woodbrey and Bert
SC.
Al (the Cat) Hopkins also caused Goddard at forwards.
Ike has some good points.
Downhill—Dorm: 1, Spencer: 2.
a few raised eyebrows with his spec- Play New Hampshire
Tie cites the precision with
tacular scoring spree in the first half On Feb. 8. the Bears
which the Maine players execute Amann: 3. tie between Lincoln. ND
will face the
their plays. As an example of 3, and Wilson. Fraternity: Eastman. Coach Chester Jenkins' four-man when he threw in five baskets, work- University of New Hampshire here
thi,. he offers the screen plays PKS: 2. Bird: 3. Rowe: 4. Peatidry. varsity relay team will compete for ing beautifully from Coach Rankin's in another Yankee Conference game.
of pick and double-pick plays.
that let Al Hopkins waltz in for PK S.
The rapidly improving Granite
the Yankee Conference one-mile relay set
highlight of the game was the Staters recently knocked off Bowdoin
those lay-up shots against Bow.
The
title at the Knights of Columbus Reexcellent defensive game played by the by a sizable margin and have shown
iilast Saturday night.
lays in Boston Friday. Jan. 27.
men of Rome. Holding the Polar themselves to be an unpredictable
Ilse adds something that cannot be
Comprised of John Bowler. Don Bears to only two baskets in the first threat in the Yankee Conference.
denied when he says that "the record
Green, Clint Tripp. and Jack Wathen, half. they didn't let Dinney Shay's
of this team, a team that won only
Last year, they knocked off the
Phi Mu Delta and Phi Gamma Delta running in that order, the relay squad lads hit the net from the floor in the Maine men both at Orono and at Durfour games last season playing the
'run-run-run' style, justifies the Ran- will meet in the opener of a three-game nosed out Colby shortly before Christ- second half until the eight-minute ham. which will give the Bears added
mark.
kin system. We have seen them win hockey slate scheduled for Sunday af- mas vacation in
incentive for going all out this year.
its only previous
five straight (including the Bowdoin ternoon at the University rink. The competition.
game will start at 1:15.
game) on the Orono court."
Coach Jenkins expects Rhode Is I I
In the other two games the Eskimos
Incidentally. Mr. Webber makes
State to provide most of t -he
land
the prediction that Maine will will tangle with the Blue Devils and
opposition
for his squad.
come out 12 to 15 points better the Cyclones will clash with the
FRATERNITY DIVISION
White League
Times
for
the races will he rethan Rhody here Feb. 22. Any Browns.
Southern League
Team
Won
Lost Team Won Lan
corded and when teams run in the Team Won Lost Team Won Lost
takers?
S.
Apts.
5
0 . N.H. H.
BA A meet the following week, these PGD
3
While we, in the column, have been Annual Co-Recreation
6 0 SPE
2 3 New
Dorm 4 0 S. H.H.
times
used
them
match
be
will
to
4
accusing Bates and Colby of nuttier5
AGR
PKS
2 4 W.Oak
1
4
evenly.
1 E. Oak
4
ous foul deeds. it appears that Rhode Night Set For Jan. 21
LCA
3 2 SC
1
4 Ocummo
3
2
C. Oak
Islanders have a few things to say
P MD
3 2 ATO
0 6 Trailers
The fourth annual co-recreational
3 3
to us.
Northern League
program will be held in the Women's Freshman Track Team
They noted the fact that their team Gym Saturday night. Jan. 21. from
Team Won Lost Team Won Lan
NORTH DORM DIVISION
To Face South Portland
was forced to wear T-shirts when 8 to 11.
SAE
5 0 TEP
2 3
American League
Maine wore pale blue at Kingston. Sponsored by the Women's M
An undermanned Freshman track PEK
1 SN
5
1
3 Team
Won Lost Team Won
Lost
The comment was "Shades of ex- Club. the program will consist of team will open its indoor season DTD
3 ITC
1
4 No. 8
5 0 No. 7
3
3
coach Eck Allen?"
badminton, table tennis. volleyball. against South Portland High School KS
3 2 TKE
0 5 No. 2
4
1 No. 5
2 4
3
A check on the rules shows that and shuffleboard.
in the Field House Saturday after- BTP
No. 1
4 2 No. 4
0 5
! noon.
the home team will wear white.
h 111)101 DIN 11.441•1
No. 3
4
2 No. 6
0 5
Coach Haire of Rhody apologized to
Blue League
The Froslt show some promise in
Rifle Team Wins Again
1)i)c and explained that recentlyon Lost
National League
3 Won lost
the weights, with six men working Team
ordered white uniforms had not arMaine's rifle team defeated Nor- out. hut are light in the dash and Corbett 3
0 Dunn
4 Teams Won Lost Team
Won Lost
rived.
wich University. 1386 to 1380. last hurdle events. The distance races Corbett 4 4 1 Corbett 2 1
4 No. 12
5 0 No. 15
3 3
:11ayhaps the Rhody paper should week to maintain' its lead in the and jumping events are also weak Deuces
4 1 Dunn 4
1
4 No. 10
4 1 No. 13
2
4
check the facts before making any Northern Group of the New Eng- points, according to Coach Chester Dunn
„itx,t2t
3 2 Dunn 1
0
4 No.9
4 2 No. 14
0
5
further insinuatdms.
land College Rifle League.
.Tenkins.
2 2
No. 11
4 2 No. 16
0 S

Frosh ASNS Vie Bears Trample Bowdoin,57-37 Pale Blue Can
n Friday Night As Offense And Defense Click Assure Tie For
ourt Feature
Tifle Saturday

Spencer, Bird Pace
New Dorm 3,PGD
In Carnival Skiing

Relay Tearn Set
For Hub Meet

Three Hcckey Tilts
Slated For Sunday

Intramural I-loop Standings

Pane Eight
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Study Room Ne:Irly Completed, Sciys Librarian

01.:t f-Aosi: To Stor A!3f.-)ftorn Work !Jo

Of Big Event

•::.s the anThig
I ..•
••
•
iCcntinued from Folic Cow
7,laine manu- advised that "it i- of value to the
Wemen's Gym eventually had an fasnnin: : l.
ntl.,nts here -mall business man, especially as he
r:htstra to play for them.
•nn. Thnrsdan.
. grows. to build from within upon a
A solution was reached when the
Sreaking Leferc a large number of
-trong foundation."
Intramural Association got togetInT leisit-ess
administration student:. Jowith the Maine Outing Club, which sepli a. 11
Mr. Wilner pioneered with the man:ilner. ± re si,l,nt of the Wilwas sponsoring the Snow Ball. and tn-r \'‘,.(n'11,0dne., :
t-. .,.r. ,,i N „,.,.„.. ' ufacture of wooden heels for women's
the Maine Bears were brought over ', add(J that -the ,,.,,liege
graduate shoes ( wedgies) in the United States.
to the Memorial Gym. Snow Pail s!1 ..nad ,-., -, ;-..1-,71`1 t :,
start in at the &ginning with a small shop employticket-holders were admitted also.
S!iwilti be
•
mg two persons. His Norway plant
Because of the conditions. Dean ,atisfied
leann• the bnsiness from
now covers over 40 acres and provides
Wilson extended late nermissions for
the bone in rung np.employment for 600 to 800 workers
women to 3 a.m.
,
Addressing
the
group
on
the
topic
in the manufacture of wooden heel,:
Sculpture Ruined
of "Bre Mein,: .f
of Business Manage- and other products.
Tln2 srew sculpture jlalging set for
Small Firms.- Mr. Wilner
Sathn'ay was called off because the 11%17t
ey• r.ssid his k lief that too many colnight before had ruined all
7
Communion Postponed
seek employment wit,i
kg,
ninllance oures.
f art in the sculpt
.
. .
the attittn.e
sInnild have
All Tuesday communion services
to ti-n ca ncli
e ng of events. a
ant the menial tasks will be cancelled until after the benothing
u
stitute program went into effect
Time'noon. which are so incessary in learning a ginning of the next semester. The
San-rday.
alter
larch of
".
Canterbury Club will not hold any
me Vit.5 were shown in the Louis trade
eCt" 3•
Wilner told the students that more meetings until after classes are
Oz.:es
;
Room and a record concert
-a sor:td education is very essential resumed.
'...-as held in Carnegie Hall.
A recreational program, with shuffle board, table tennis. and ether
games, was held ir. the Women's
Gym.
Some of the disappointment caused
by weather was dissipated Saturday
t-ight, however. when Maine trounced
Eowdoin. 57-37, before an appreciative audience in Memorial Gym. The
Maine's fourth !
marked
-.-ictory
straight win in State Series compe-

I'

•! t'ne

Vol.

gy.

;.re being

land

rooms.
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i 1111:LSON ACIIIEVERIT AWARD

i

For the week of January 16, 1950

To

LOIS EIMER

TOM (ALIAS

East Hall

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

u(

In recognition a being elected Queen and King
of Maine's Winter Wonderland

RE

OVI

Thc recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.60

ceive(
ter cc
in thc
night.
wesci
st
rrees.

CLE4N1NG SERVILE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
I8 Mill Street

Orono 647
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At MARQUETTE and41Ieges

and Universities throughout

flym.

college
n•astnt
vice p
tmpa
At

Hill To Speak
Prof. Richard C. Hill will lecture
or: "Growth" at an oncn meeting of
the University of Maine chapter of
Sigma Xi. rational research society. I
at 8 p.m. Thursday. Feb. 9, in the
Oakes room.
The University of Maine was e5t2b:ished originally as the State College
f Agriculture and the Mechanic Art,
Innler the provisions of the Morrill
Act. arproved by President Lincoln
in 1862.
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ALL SHADES
ALL SIZES

"Chesterfields are Milder. At the end of
a long day at the studios, no matter how
many I've smoked, Chesterfields leave
a clean, fresh taste in my mouth. It's the
only cigarette I've found that does that."
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Alumnus, says:
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Famous Marquette
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